Abstrac---If second order non-autonomous circuit with damping satisfies certain conditions, the oscillations should contain two components, the self-excited and forced oscillations. This paper, on the theoretical basis of power balance, finds the critical value of this condition. With regard to non-autonomous circuits with no damping, active power can keep balance under any situations. The two oscillation components can simultaneously exist unconditionally. Taking nonlinear conservative system with excited source as example, this paper demonstrates that the circuit can produce chaos in all probability.
In non-autonomous circuits research, whether or not self-excited oscillation maintain and exist must be based on whether or not the active power can be balanced. When setting F u to zero, the amplitude of self-excited oscillation can be determined according to the condition which satisfies the power balance [1, 2, 3] . Equation (11)can be obtained from program C-first.nb. The h P represents all wasted active power of self-oscillation of the circuit in Fig.3 (include N g and F g ).It must equal zero as shown in (12). The equivalent conductance labeled by mfh g in (12)and (7) all are identical .
If ht u is independent source the average power mfh P supplied by source ht u can be calculated from (7) .But ht u is not independent source,the opposite question must be considered in other words we must find amplitude which satisfies the power balance.And further investigate whether the power can balance or not and whether ht u exists or not. The It can be discovered that the obvious change occur between existence and disappearance of self-excited oscillation. This six set data of results and Fig.4 Fig.5 .
After the self-oscillation disappears,we may also simplify the programming approach supposing p u u at the first, the same results can be obtained. Comparing program H-table2.nb to I-onlyup3.nb,the data of result are completely consistent.
From phase diagram or these data,we can detect ,if .
NONAUTONOMOUS CIRCUITS WITH N O DAMPING
Although the electric circuit in Fig.7 contains the drive current source but it has not dissipative element and does not consume any active power excited source output no energy.The 0 N L C parallel circuit is to absorb impossibly the active power .It is still the conservative system The active power balance can be established unconditionally the self oscillation exist unconditionally so the chaos certainly can be produced by nonlinear coupling of forced and self-excited oscillation. (21)and (23) .
ABOUT CHAOS OSCILLATION

A. The reason of arising chaos oscillation
Nonlinear coupling of double-fundamental frequency oscillation is the necessary condition of producing chaos oscillation. If other harmonic is integral multiple of single fundamental frequency, obviously it is a periodic oscilation. The non-linear conservative system does not have the fixed auto-excited frequency thus nonlinear coupling between auto-excited and forced oscillation can produce chaos in the ordinary circumstance.
B. chaos is common form of solutions of nonlinear differential equation
It is labeled as X(t)=[ u(t), iL(t), iF(t)] that the solutions of time domain of three dynamic variable. The track of circulative motion of phase point is called phase portrait. It is called chaos that the orbits of circulation solution is not repeat always. Its intrinsic essence does not have the strange characteristic slightly. The chaos is the most general universal form of circulating motion of phase point in the n-dimension space. But limit cycle and periodic orbit are the peculiar circumstance of circulation solution.
. 
